
The dog ate 11 flies. The cat ate 4 more flies than the
dog. The bird ate 1 more fly than the cat.

How many flies did the bird eat? _______

How many flies did all three animals eat? _______

3.

Draw the next figure in the pattern:2.

Answer: The green block is ___________________

• The red block is in the middle.
• The blue block is on top.

You have three blocks. One is red, one is blue,
and one is green. Follow these clues to
determine which block is green:

1.

Helpful Hint: Always show your work to potentially get partial credit
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Answer: ________ pennies

Tom has half as many pennies as Sue. Sue has
20 pennies. How many pennies does Tom have?

9.

Use the rule and fill in the blanks
in the table.

8.

Answer: _______ times

If you write the numbers from 1 to 40, how many times
would you write a 7?

7.

Answer: ______________

Which letters are in the triangle?6.

Answer: _______ trucks

How many trucks can you buy for 50¢?5.

Answer: _______ legs

How many legs are on 5 lambs?4.
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Put the greater than (>), less than (<), or equal to (=)
sign in the box to compare each problem.

5.

Answer: _______

I am thinking of a number. When you subtract 6 from
the number, you get 13. What is my number?

4.

Answer: _______ times

My sister earns 15¢ for making her bed. She wants to
earn 75¢. How many times must she make her bed?

3.

Answer: ______ triangles

How many
triangles are
there in all?

2.

Answer: ______ ounces

How much does this slice of
cake weight by itself?

1.

Helpful Hint: Make sure your answers are clear and readable
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Answer: Karl then had _____ balloons

Karl had 15 balloons. He let go
of 9 and they floated away.
How many balloons did Karl
have left? Draw a picture to
show the problem.

9.

Answer: _________

March has 31 days. If March
1 is a Thursday, what day of
the week is the last day of
the month?

8.

Find the number that goes in the first step of the
flowchart. Write it in the empty box.

7.

Answer: ______ ¢

Wooden faces are made in a factory.
The cost of making each shape is
shown below. How much does it cost
to make this face?

Any triangle costs 3¢
Any square costs 5¢
Any circle costs 6¢

6.
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Use this calendar to answer the questions.3.

At one o'clock, the team played soccer. One and a half
hours later, the team left the field. Place the hour and minute
hand on the analog clock to show when the team left the
field. Then write the time they left on the digital clock.

1.

Helpful Hint: Always double-check your answers
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Here are five coins with the
faces covered up. The coins
are worth 42¢ in all. What
coins are they? Write the
value in cents on each coin.

8.

Follow the pattern. How many squares do you need to
make E? _________ How many to make F? ________

7.

Write them in this box:

3 8 6 2

What are all of the two-digit numbers you can
make with these cards?

6.

Draw in enough apples
to balance the scale.

4.

Answer: _________

Four kids divided the 2
pizzas in a fair way. How
many pieces did each get?

5.
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Place the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
in the circles so that the sum along
each side is 10.

4.

Answer: __________

How many squares are in this picture
of a house?

3.

Answer: ______________

Kindergarten had 24 children, then four more joined the
class. First grade had 23 children, then six more joined
the class. Which class has more children now?

2.

Answer: _______ cupcakes

Jill and seven friends are having a party. Each person
wants 2 cupcakes. How many cupcakes will they need?

1.

Helpful Hint: Parents should help teach concepts, but not give you the answers
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What time is soccer practice? Circle the correct clock.

It is after 4 o'clock.
It is before 6 o'clock.
It is not 5 o'clock.

9.

Do each step in the flowchart. Write your answer in the
empty box.

8.

Answer: ______ more cups of milk

How many more cups of milk than soda are there?7.

Answer: _______ ¢

How much change should you get if you
paid for this lollipop with a quarter?

6.

Answer: __________

Answer: __________

If you and two friends wanted
to each build a car like this, how
many wheels would you need?

How many tin cans would you
need for the lights?

5.
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Draw or name the 10th figure in the pattern: _________

Draw or name the 14th figure in the pattern: _________

Look at the pattern:5.

You can use a
calculator to answer

this question.Answer: _______ children

There are 4 classrooms. 26 children are in
each classroom. How many children are in
all 4 classrooms?

4.

Answer: ______ paper clips

About how many of these paper clips would it take to
measure the length of this watch?

3.

Answer: _____ + _____ = _____

Make the domino a double. Write an
addition sentence for the double domino.

2.

Answer: ______ girls

Jessica is in line. Three girls are in front of her. Five girls
are in back of her. How many girls are in the line?

1.
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Alberto gets up at 6:30 am. Three hours later, he goes to the
library. One and a half hours after that, he eats lunch. Show
the time he eats lunch on both clocks.

9.

Answer: ________

What numerals do the
number blocks show?

8.

BALL = 2¢ + 1¢ + 12¢ + 12¢ = 27¢

ROPE = ____________ QUILT = ____________

Your first name = ___________________

Use the chart. Find the total value of each word.7.

a. one-third

b. one-fourth

c. three-fourths

d. four-fourths

Circle the name of the shaded part of
the square:

6.
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